
Unleash the Power of Seamless Installation with Treston
Are you investing in your workspace ? Why not elevate your experience with our 

premium installation service, designed to save you time and ensure flawless setup.

As the manufacturer of the industrial furniture you love, our installation team knows these products 
inside out. Benefit from our in-depth knowledge and professional touch through this additional 
service.  We understand the value of your time therefore our installation service is crafted to be 

swift and efficient, allowing you to enjoy your Treston furniture without unnecessary delays.

No matter which Treston product you choose, our installation service is available across the entire 
range. From workbenches to storage solutions, experience the Treston touch from start to finish.

Unleash the full potential of your Treston products 
with our dedicated installation service.

Terms and Conditions apply. Please speak to your sales representative to learn more.

SERVICES | INSTALLATION

 ✓ Expertise you can trust: Rely on our team’s in-depth knowledge as the manufacturer for the best experience

 ✓ Time efficiency: Swift and efficient installation ensures you minimal downtime.

 ✓ Seamless Integration: Our experts seamlessly integrate into your existing workspace, optimising both functionality and aesthetics.

 ✓ Waste Removal: Beyond installation, we handle waste removal, leaving your workspace clean and ready for immediate use.

 ✓ Tailored Service: Have any special requirements? We can tailor our service to work around any obsticals you have.
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Let the experts handle it. Our team ensures your new Treston products are seamlessly 
integrated into your workspace. There’s no maximum quantity so we are here to help for 
even the largest of projects.

Contact our sales team to schedule an installation or enquire about our product range. 

salesuk@treston.com                    +44 1635 521 521  

WORKSPACES FOR HAPPIER WORKFACES


